Mergenthaler Edition revives Matrix

Linotype Matrix – a typographic journal for the
new century

Bad Homburg, Oct. 24, 2005. Linotype has revived the legendary
typography journal, the Linotype Matrix. Once printed on newspaper, the
new application now appears in magazine format. Issue 1 offers over 50
beautifully designed pages that reveal some of the hidden gems in the
Linotype library. From "Fat Faces" to "Playing Cards," readers are treated
with a fresh breeze of typographic flavour that is sure to appeal to type
lovers everywhere.

Not only is the Linotype Matrix so rich in visual content, it is filled with
articles that explore hot topics such as Prof. Hermann Zapf's Palatino™
Nova, and the development of sans serif types, as reviewed by Adrian
Frutiger. The issue highlights several typefaces such as Sabon™ Next by
Jean-François Porchez and the Compatil™ type system. It also offers other
typographic curiousities such as the various applications of numbers in
daily objects.

The Linotype Matrix was a quarterly newssheet produced by Linotype and
Machinery Ltd. from the 1930s through the 1960s. It was published in three
volumes all in all, and today, it offers a wonderful insight into the development
of typography in the mid–twentieth century. A witness to the evolution from
metal type to photo composition, it serves as a valuable aid to all friends of
typography.
Almost 50 years after the last issue, volume 4 of the Linotype Matrix returns,
this time in magazine format. Rich in content and graphics, the new look takes
into consideration the reading habits and design trends of today. But the
purpose is still the same: to showcase the hidden gems of the Linotype font
library, and to provide a platform for design discourse and typographic
expression.
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Brazilian designers Claudio Rocha and Tony de Marco teamed up to create a
refreshing look that brings life and color to a world too often perceived as just
black and white. For a limited time only, Issue 1 may be purchased at a
reduced rate. Order your copy at www.linotype.com/matrix today, and just
start exploring!

Linotype Library GmbH, based in Bad Homburg, Germany and a member of the
Heidelberg Group, looks back onto a history of 119 years. Building on its strong
heritage, Linotype Library develops state-of-the-art font technology and offers more
than 6,000 original fonts, covering the whole typographic spectrum from antique to
modern, from east to west, and from classical to experimental. All typefaces (in
PostScript™ and TrueType™ format as well as more than 2,300 fonts in OpenTypeTM)
are now also available for instant download at www.linotype.com. In addition to
supplying digital fonts, Linotype Library also offers comprehensive and individual
consultation and support services for font applications in worldwide (corporate)
communication.

Linotype Library GmbH
Du-Pont-Straße 1
D-61352 Bad Homburg
Tel.: +49 (0) 61 72 - 484 - 24 60
Fax: +49 (0) 61 72 - 484 - 5 24 60
E-Mail: info@linotype.com

Please find more typeface application samples on the Internet at www.linotype.com.

Sabon, Compatil, Palatino, Linotype and Linotype Library are registered Trademarks of
Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG which may be registered in certain jurisdictions.
Microsoft, Windows and OpenType are registered Trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation. Apple, Macintosh and TrueType are registered Trademarks of Apple
Computer Inc. PostScript is a registered Trademark of Adobe Systems Inc. We reserve
the right of errors and changes.
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Cover and sample pages from the new Linotype Matrix

